One source of destruction, in my own opinion, is the ignorance in ten fingers. Even harmless ignorance can bring destruction. A simple ignorance, like failing to recognise a guava sitting in the palm of the hand, can destroy all the things you love, or failing to see a favour sitting in the hand, or a friend, a rupee, a memory.

Khalid is an ambitious young cook who invents a miraculous tandoor; his transport, he fervently hopes, from the world of cooks and bearers to the non-stop rich man’s wedding of the sahibs’ world. When his design is stolen and copied by an English sahib’s factory, his grief is so great he is blind to the deepening love of Zeythi, the beautiful new aya. Not without ambitions of her own, Zeythi has meanwhile been spending secret erotic afternoons with the young grandson of the household, intent on confirming rumours that the love-making of the sahib-types is different. Around them other lives play out their passions, petty and huge, as all of Chittagong swelters under the impending Monsoon.

With Rushdie-like sweep and power, combining absorbing sensual narrative with wonderfully realised characters and moments, Under A Tin-Grey Sari is a seductive tour de force of storytelling, marking the arrival of a major new literary talent.
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The ayah came up to check the rumour that sahib types grunted less hard. With her nose under the window ledge she watched the glistening backside hump away between the memsahib’s expert thighs. Noise was starting but the ayah was forced into the darkness by headlights.

In those days the rumour was fresh, it had a strong hold on the ayah. She would do plenty more checking in dim bungalow windows for polite grunting.

Back in that time of hot nights I lived at the bungalow, but these days you’ll find me past Zakir Hussein Road, in a cooler place, down a slope of guava trees and headstones. A moss has blotted out the name on a headstone near the stream, my name.

The ayah, now a young woman, might visit my headstone to sit on the cool grass in the shade of the guavas, maybe stuck silently in remembering, for she will burst into laughter, and just as quickly might weep. She might place to the rock a kiss. Then I also weep, holding onto a sorrow. In some lore this is sad, but it is a sorrow to cherish, for it comforts with warped memory. Besides, a bargain is a bargain, and I possess the other facts: I have in my heart’s cheery pocket secrets to which only the brave, the happy, the sorry and the foolish might choose.
to bring the quieter attention.

I sometimes long for a stroller brave or happy—or sorry or foolish—to pass by and take to the headstone with a brush and bucket against that obstinate moss. But I should be grateful, only the name is blocked out. The rest is there for all to see:

*A wise friend educated in the simple and the difficult things in life
1950–1967*

In those days I was plenty less than wise. A dunderhead, I admit. Nowadays I sprout a bit of wise stuff. It passes the time and amuses the mynah birds.

One source of destruction, in my own opinion, is the ignorance in ten fingers. Even harmless ignorance can bring destruction. A simple ignorance, like failing to recognise a guava sitting in the palm of the hand, can destroy all the things you love, or failing to see a favour sitting in the hand, or a friend, a rupee, a memory. As for the simple things in life: my reverence of the simple things was too fast—it was one of the culprits behind my downfall. But these days I have plenty to say about the simple things because I can see everything from a different angle. I can see the flesh of the schemes sahibs carry in their important heads.

Not every memory is etched in stone. Take Iqbal. He works as a letterwriter. If not for his unusual ear, his third ear, it would be difficult to record this tattered collection of rumours and secrets. He has a fine place at a junction by the harbour, sits on a cushion at his roadside desk and is protected from the sun by an old Thames black brolly. He utters very little. His age, though the arrow chin has
grown into the knee by saying hello and farewell to uncountable monsoons, is any sabjantawallah’s guess. His eyes are the deepest pools of wonder I’ve ever encountered. A strangely neutral wonder, though you would assume his is the heart stung with the aching cries and shitty declarations of countless others, that’s what you would reasonably think. I could not look into Iqbal’s eyes without knowing he was full with the rumours of a bustling town under the flaking delta.

So, yesterday I asked how many other ‘jobs’ he had performed over the years. How many love letters had he taken down? And how many desperate cries for help? How many decomposing secrets had finally rested by his hand? Iqbal’s are not the fingers of ignorance. From his hand the rumours are able to flow like a monsoon drain. I am able to remember what I remember, but Iqbal can complete the picture by using other memories too.

So Iqbal looked up from the page into a distance beyond the busy road. A smile came to his coarse lips, and his finger released the pencil.

He said, ‘I have not been asked about other letters for a long time. Usually a customer can forget I do other jobs. Are you sitting next to me?’

‘I am,’ I said.

Iqbal leaned out from his Thames brolly and whispered, ‘Hundreds, my friend!’

‘And still you like the work?’

‘Oh yes,’ he whispered, ‘very much. Thousands of strange jottings, and it becomes more strange, not less. Some even you—in your present state of wisdom—might not believe to be so.’

‘What about this job for me?’ I asked.

‘Yes, yours is peculiar too. I remember those days. Do
you want to tell your name?’

‘No.’

‘Not at all?’ Iqbal asked abruptly. He was disappointed.

‘Maybe later,’ I said to reassure him.

‘Okay. Shall we continue?’

‘Yes,’ I said. ‘Let’s dig into these rumours.’
When the ayah arrived nobody took any notice. The diamond stillness stole any interest in matters outside your own hand. The wail from town, tireless in its resolve to raise the earth, carried on the ancient air, and she rode into the fumes of Chittagong on the long notes, easily smoothing out the voice like a worn carpet at a landing. Her eyes were outlined in lovely black. The silver ring at the nostril glinted and lay on her skin as if it too had been born when she was born.

The boy placed her into the scheme with no more effort than a lazy stare. He then returned to the front garden of grass, shrubs and flowers to resume watching the household try to breathe. On the porch three sahibs simply gazed downwards at the grass, but they were puzzling a pathway to themselves. The boy did not ask them who she was; he knew who she was. And there was no hello. Unseen arrivals brush forgotten departures. Low clouds kiss roads coming to ‘Ten-ten Zakir Hussein, next to the Sleeping Camel Hills please’. And a moment in the kitchen on a markless day brushes destiny: that too is as it should be.

Brooms, toilets and groans on the hot darkness; these became the routine. The household thought of her as shy.
They thought of her as sweet and honest. But the cook knew sahibs could be idiots. He had a different idea. At every opportunity he grabbed a long look. Watching when she was not looking he saw tension, but this he didn’t mind putting down to homesickness. He saw cleverness, maybe cunning. But this he didn’t mind too because you have to get by. He could not shake the feeling that she was somehow a troubled child.

It was a big household: The Grand Old Man, a West Pakistani; The Grand Old Woman, English, very long ago from Leicester; and the seven adult children, mixtures who were given various labels—Anglo-Pakistani if you felt like keeping a straight face, Anglo-Banglo if you didn’t, or Paklish as Khalid the cook preferred. Then there was the boy, the eight-year-old grandson, who lingered when he discovered anything of interest. Then the tumbling stream of friends and visitors.

One visitor came with the start of a play he had written to show the Old Man for advice. He was the engineer from a factory in the industrial estate. Writing plays was his hobby. When he first came out from Bristol he was inspired, he said, by the huge amount of raw material Chittagong offered. The Old Man took the first act and promised to read it. He read the first few pages but found it no good.

‘His Bengali characters talk as if they are stupid,’ he said. ‘Listen to this. A Bengali guy at a factory asks, “What is the putting of respect into friends meaning?”’

‘Wow,’ the Grand Old Woman chuckled. ‘All the characters talk like that?’

‘Yes.’

‘Oh well, seems to be about important feelings,’ she said, ‘but I do wonder why these writers make their
Bengalis talk in broken English.

‘It is a stupid device used by stupid people for stupid effects to amuse other stupid people.’

‘That’s a bit harsh,’ she smiled. ‘Don’t go telling Brian to his face.’

‘Here, do you want to read it?’

‘No. I can wait until his production at the club.’

Often many visitors arrived at once and a small party sprung up. Khalid would make pakoras, samosas, maybe a feast. He called it the Paklish hotel. The ayah called it the hotel of moans. The cook liked her for the remark.

‘Yes,’ Khalid said as he turned off the flame under the giant pot he boiled for drinking water, ‘The Hotel of Grunting.’

‘No,’ the ayah said. ‘Moans.’

‘Okay,’ Khalid said and smiled.

The ayah’s own household, which she had left behind in the hills, ached with sex when it felt the urge, and no doors of fancy stopping jute would keep the entertainment from her eye. She often moved into position to see what she could see. It all became a bore, and she got on with life in the small village, welcoming the urges as a normal part of things and with the simple knowledge that one day they might involve her.

Late at night she crept up to a window to watch a sahib and memsahib making love. To confirm the rumour that these sahib types moaned differently. A candle burned a flickering circle on the far wall. The weak light fell across the naked limbs of one of the adult children and his wife. The wife had him in the hand, stroking him, and after she kissed his belly there was pulling and sudden sucking. The sucking became slow. Outside the window Zeythi caressed her thigh. The couple began to
make love. A car arrived into the driveway, and the ayah stepped behind the hibiscus. She moved down the laneway to her quarters. But it was how Zeythi became tangled in her own wishes in the last days of the dry season. It was how she would come to fall in love. That’s what it really was. Sleep arrived, and her spirit curled into it with a deep sense of it belonging especially to her.

The morning was market day, club day, petrol day, and, by nine-thirty, the house was mostly empty. With a cake of yellow tar soap, she went to work outside at the cement tubs in the compound. The heat and the stillness baked the dusty compound. It was a rectangle of pale dirt, hard as a road. Tall trees of mango, mangosteen and almond gave it good shade in the corners, and behind the crumbling back fence rose a wall of thick jungle.

The boy stood solitary out on the paleness of the smooth dirt, lingering. He leaned on his bamboo stick, and he watched.

The scrubbing’s making her bums bounce, he thought. When he’d had enough he called out that he was off to the pond. Nobody took any notice, but he liked announcing the bicycle journey to the pond.

But then Khalid came out the kitchen with a bag of garbage. The boy tossed away the bamboo and walked after the cook.

‘When are you going to make the flying fox?’
‘Tomorrow,’ Khalid replied without stopping.
‘You said last week.’
‘Tomorrow, I’ll get the rope from the bazaar.’

Satisfied, the boy rode his bicycle through a gate in the back fence and down a narrow path in the jungle. Riding down the shaded pathway to the pond, the boy considers
what he’s seen since yesterday, and he concludes with satisfaction: She’s a lot older than I am, but that doesn’t matter a bit. She’s good compared to the stinking boring grown-ups around here ... all they do is nothing and more nothing.